LANCER 65 carbonators produce sparkling carbonated water at the rate of 100 gallons per hour. They are fully automatic and can be separated for remote installation of motor and pump assembly. The tank can be submerged in a cold water bath or kept in a refrigerated area. Their compact size permits them to be installed in locations previously considered inaccessible. Suitable for restaurants, bars, taverns, theaters, soda fountains, drive-ins, vending machines, home bars, etc. - wherever fine soda is dispensed.

**ALSO AVAILABLE**

**LANCER 65VV** Same as LANCER 65 but with atmospheric venting device.

**LANCER 65-230** 230 VOLT 60 CY. CARBONATOR

---

#100S RUBBER WATER INLET HOSE

Specially constructed to be tasteless and odorless, as well as to withstand the high temperature and pressure requirements put on carbonators.